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Sony Masterworks Announces 
 

Khatia Buniatishvili's Liszt and Beethoven Piano Concertos on DVD and BluRay  
Featuring the Israel Philharmonic Orchestra led by Zubin Mehta 

 
Available December 30, 2016 on Amazon 

 
Khatia Buniatishvili: www.khatiabuniatishvili.com 

 
Buniatishvili's Carnegie Hall Recital: Saturday, December 10, 2016 at 7:30pm 

 
Sony Classical, in cooperation with Paramax Films and Dolby, releases Khatia Buniatishvili: Liszt & Beethoven with the 
Israel Philharmonic Orchestra, the world premiere of the first classical concert on video mixed in the new sound 
technology of Dolby Atmos®. Captured by Paramax Films in the orchestra’s home city of Tel Aviv in July 2015, pianist 
Khatia Buniatishvili and conductor Zubin Mehta unite in a concert with the Israel Philharmonic Orchestra at its resident 
venue of Charles Bronfman Auditorium. Available on DVD and Blu-ray, last-named with Dolby Atmos technology, the 
legendary conductor and the 2016 ECHO Klassik Award winning pianist showcase a performance of the piano’s most 
famous orchestral repertoire; Beethoven’s infectious and virtuosic Piano Concerto No. 1. and Liszt’s Piano Concerto No. 
2. The Guardian calls Buniatishvili's performance of the Liszt Piano Concerto “a superb showpiece for Buniatishvili, 
whose technical prowess, theatrical manner and innate glamour mark her out as a natural Liszt interpreter." 
 
The revolutionary technology Dolby Atmos enhances the classical experience by moving audio around the audience, even 
overhead and transporting them into the center of the story. Its adaptive rendering ensures the playback experience is as 
close as possible to the creator's original vision in any given environment. The precise placement of sound brings the 
ultimate cinema sound experience to the home theater and creates powerful, moving audio that flows around the listener. 
Audiences can be immersed in the music at the very heart of the orchestra and enjoy sound dimensions as never 
experienced before. 
 



On Saturday, December 10 at 7:30pm, Buniatishvili will perform in Carnegie Hall's Zankel Hall for a concert 
of Mussorgsky’s brilliantly evocative Pictures at an Exhibition and music by Liszt, including his Réminiscences de Don 
Juan, an entertaining work that is a set of variations on themes from Mozart’s Don Giovanni; his Etude No. 2 in F Minor, 
"La leggierezza," from Trois études de concert; Transcendental Etude No. 5 in B-flat Major, "Feux follets," Etude No. 3 
in G-sharp Minor, "La campanella," from Grandes études de Paganini; and Hungarian Rhapsody No. 2 in C-sharp Minor 
(arr. Horowitz). Buniatishvili's latest album, Kaleidoscope, was released by Sony in March 2016 and features her 
interpretation of Pictures at an Exhibition as well as works by Ravel and Stravinsky. 
 
Pianist Khatia Buniatishvili began studying piano under her mother at the age of three and gave her first concert with the 
Chamber Orchestra in Tbilisi at the age of six. She graduated from the Tbilisi Central Music School, then entered 
the Tbilisi State Conservatory in 2004. Buniatishvili has played with, among other orchestras, the Orchestre de Paris 
under Paavo Järvi, the Los Angeles Philharmonic, the Vienna Symphony Orchestra, the Orchestre National de France 
under Daniele Gatti and the Philharmonia Orchestra in London. She has also performed chamber music with musicians 
including Gidon Kremer and Renaud Capuçon. In 2010 she received the Borletti-Buitoni Trust Award, and was included 
in the BBC series New Generation Artists. The Vienna Musikverein and Konzerthaus nominated her as Rising Star for the 
2011–12 season, and in 2012 she was awarded Best Newcomer of the Year in the Echo Klassik awards. 
 
In 2010, Buniatishvili signed an exclusive recording contract with Sony Classical Records. Her 2011 debut album 
marked Liszt’s 200th anniversary, and included his Sonata in B minor, Liebestraum No. 3, La Campanella, Hungarian 
Rhapsody No. 2, and Mephisto Waltz. Classic FMstated that "Buniatishvili is a young artist with a huge temperament and 
technique that puts one in mind of the young Martha Argerich." This recording was followed by a 2012 album devoted to 
Chopin, combining solo piano works with Chopin's Piano Concerto No. 2 in F minor, accompanied by the Orchestre de 
Paris and Paavo Järvi. The Guardian reported, "This is playing straight from the heart from one of today's most exciting 
and technically gifted young pianists." In 2014, Buniatishvili released her third album on Sony 
Classical, Motherland, whichincluded music from her homeland Georgia and was dedicated to her mother.  
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